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About the robotics package 

The robotics package accompanying this report is implemented using MATLAB®. The goal was 

to develop a GUI to perform kinematic and dynamic analysis on a robotic manipulator. The report 

acts like a manual and has instructions to help the user to navigate effortlessly through the GUI. 

The data input and expected output for each section has been clearly shown along with the gist of 

the method we had followed to arrive at the appropriate code for each case. This would help the 

user make sense of the solution output and compare it to the outputs of GUIs created by other 

teams. The m file for the GUI also contains appropriate comments to help the user understand our 

technique in detail.  

The codes were by and large original and we had extensively used corke toolbox to increase the 

coding efficiency. The reference section displays the sources we had used to create this package.    

Information on units used in the GUI: 

All the user inputs and the system outputs are using the SI system. Even the angles are entered in 

radians. 

 

(A) Homogeneous matrix transformation 

INPUT:  

 Enter ZYX euler angles (alpha,beta,gamma) and position of point B wrt A i.e. PAB 

 Enter position vector B 

OUTPUT: 

 Tranformation of A to B i.e TAB 

 Position vector A when position vector B is given 

 To get appropriate interpretation of the homogeneous transformation select the options 

from the GUI. 

Method: We used the conventional derivation as the base algorithm to code this section. 

For plotting plotrefsys code provided by Prof. Marvi has been used. 

 

 



(B) Euler angles 

INPUT:  

 Enter euler angles (phi, theta, psi) for forward calculations and select the ZYZ (current 

frame) or RPY (fixed frame) 

 For inverse calculations enter 3x3 rotation matrix 

OUTPUT:  

 Rotation matrix (3x3) for the forward problem 

 Two sets of euler angles (phi theta psi) for inverse calculations 

Method: We used the conventional derivation as the base algorithm to code this section. If the 

entered rotation matrix is valid the generation of the euler angles is possible else the user is notified 

that the conversion is not possible. 

(C) Forward Kinematics 

INPUT: 

 DH inputs: Follow the GUI prompts. 

 Joint variables: q= [q1 q2 ….. qn] where the unit used should be in radians 

OUTPUT: 

 DH parameters: Calculated using the GUI. 

 Transformation matrix: The transformation matrix for the forward kinematic problem. 

 Plotting and animating the robotic arm: The animation is controlled using a slider on the 

GUI. 

Method: We calculated the DH parameters using the GUI. The transformation matrix is found out 

using the R.fkine(q) command. The plotting and animation of the robotic arm is done using the 

R.teach() command. 

(D) Workspace 

Enter the DH parameters to get an approximate surface plot of the manipulator workspace. 

We modified code from reference [4]. 

(E) Inverse Kinematics 

INPUT: 

 DH parameters: Either entered by the user in the order [‘theta’ ‘d’ ‘a’ ‘alpha’] or calculated 

using the GUI. 

 End-effector pose: This is a 4x4 transformation matrix depicting the end-effector in world 

frame. 

OUTPUT: 



 The joint parameters 

Method:  

We used R.ikunc(T,init ) to calculate the inverse kinematics of the robotic arm given the end-

effector pose where T is the given transformation matrix, initial matrix init has been set to zeroes 

by default. We had initially implemented this using the ikine ( ) command but for that we needed 

a mask matrix. With DOF less than 6 there are certain poses that cannnot be attained.  We may be 

able to position the gripper at the position, but perhaps not get the orientation you desire. Hence in 

order to simplify the procedure we used ikunc( ) which is a newer addition to the robotics toolbox 

and relies on the Optimization Toolbox of MATLAB. The ikunc( ) requires no mask matrix so for 

an underactuated case may give a solution that is as close to the desired pose as possible, but it 

might be close in orientation but off in position or vice-versa. 

(F) Differential Kinematics (Finding Jacobian matrix and singularity of robotic arm) 

INPUT: 

 DH parameters: Either entered by the user in the order [‘theta’ ‘d’ ‘a’ ‘alpha’] or calculated 

using the GUI. 

 Joint variables: q= [q1 q2 ….. qn] where the unit used should be in radians 

OUTPUT: 

 Calculate the Jacobian of the robot at position q with respect to the world frame. 

 State the singularity dependence of the robot  

Method: The robot R is built from the DH parameters. The jacobian is calculated using the 

command R.jacob0(q). The q is user entered value, hence the calculation is pretty straight forward. 

To calculate the singularity of the robot we use the command jsingu(J) where J is calculated as 

mentioned above i.e. J=R.jacob0(q). The displayed output is the linear dependency of joints in a 

Jacobian matrix. This dependency indicates joint axes that are aligned and causes singularity. 

(G) Inverse differential kinematics or inverse kinematics using the Jacobian. 

INPUT:  

 End-effector pose: The 4x4 matrix which is the transformation matrix for the end-

effector 

 Velocity of the end-effector: The 6x1 matrix which states the velocity of the end effector 

which includes both linear and angular velocity. 

 End-effector jacobian: The 6xn jacobian matrix for the end-effector. 

OUTPUT: 

 Calculate the joint velocities given the end-effector velocity. 

 Calculate the differential motion of joint angles. 



Method: The robot R is built from the DH parameters. There was no direct way to extract joint 

velocities using corke command so we followed the following method. Then the pseudo-inverse 

of the Jacobian J is calculated [3] using the matlab command pinv(). Now the joint velocities can 

be easily calculated as qd=pinv(J)*vel where vel is the user input for the end effector velocity.  

Again there was no direct command to calculate the differential joint angles, hence we first found 

the differential motion of the end effector (D) using the command tr2delta(T) where T is the end-

effector pose. Once we know D we can calculate the differential motion of the joint angles from 

[D]=J[Do] where [Do] is the joint differential motion. Hence we get from [Do]=pinv(J)*[D].  

(H) Manipulator Dynamics 

INPUT: 

 DH parameters: Either entered by the user in the order [‘theta’ ‘d’ ‘a’ ‘alpha’] or 

calculated using the GUI. 

 Dynamic parameters of the link: This consists of mass (m), Moment of inertia of the 

link (I), Moment of inertia of motor (Jm), Motor friction (B), Coulomb friction (Tc) 

and gear ratio (G). The centre of mass of the link is assumed to be at its centre of mass 

by default. The I is entered as [Ixx Iyy Izz Ixy Iyz Izx]. For a simplified case the 

following values can be entered: B=0; G=0; Tc=0; Ixy=Iyz=Izx=0. 

 Time of simulation- This refers to the time of simulation for the output plots. 

 Joint Torques- The value for torque applied at each joint. 

 Initial condition- The set of initial values of joint angles and velocities is entered by 

the user which would enable the simulation to be accurate. 

OUTPUT: 

This section solves the forward dynamics problem for the robotic arm based on given the kinematic 

and dynamic parameters for given applied joint torques. A plot displaying the change in joint 

angles and velocities with time is shown as output. 

Method: The idea was to create a simulation of forward dynamics for a robotic arm. The command 

R.fdyn( ) was used for this. 

Appendix- To calculate the equations of motion in this section we define the general form of 

equation of motion: tau=B*qdd'+C*qd'+G' where B(q) is the Inertia matrix, C(q,qd) is the Coriolis 

and centripetal matrix and G(q) is the gravity matrix. To calculate the equations of motion we only 

need to enter the joint angles and joint velocities. But to also calculate the torques we need the 

value of joint accelerations too. We used the following commands to calculate the following 

dynamic coefficients: 

G=R.gravload(q) ; B=R.inertia(q) ; C=R.coriolis(q,qd)  
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